
Boudine Tents at Desert safari



• After having barbecue dinner and desert 
activities, Tourists can spend nights in a hut 
constructed primarily by using organic resources. 
Camping for a night away from the city is an 
incredible experience. The beauty of Desert Safari 
Dubai starts when the sky overflows with billions 
of stars and galaxies. Assemble all around the 
campfire and loosen up! The next morning, you 
awake to the enchanting sounds of Dubai Desert 
safari birds and the breathtaking rising sun.





Desert Safari:

• Be prepared for such an exciting morning desert 
adventure for Dubai desert safari by getting up early. 
The team will pick you up from home to take you to 
the beautiful Dubai desert, where everything you can 
see has colors of precious metals and salt flats. For the 
first time you enter the desert, it will all be the time to 
utter blessings for things like a wonderful morning, 
taking pictures of sparkling rays of sun touching the 
Golden sand.

•

• Book Desert Safari: dubaidesertsafaris.com

https://dubaidesertsafaris.com/


Entertainment At Beduoin Camp:

• Let the refreshing cool morning wind squeeze 
over you while getting into your car for a mega 
sand smashing experience. When the 
temperature goes up, move swiftly through the 
dunes and smash harder to scatter sand into the 
sky. So, after this daytime desert safari, Dubai will 
bring you to the campground where you can play 
different adventurous and entertaining games. 

•



• Riding quad bikes and dune safari are easily 
accessible, charging extra money throughout the 
timeframe. Ever skip shooting any beautiful views 
of the charming sun setting vast dunes which 
encircle the area. Come back to the terrace after 
the sunset to occupy your seats for entertaining 
shows at night and delis BBQ cooked by live 
experts.

•

• Book Evening Desert Safari: 
bestdesertsafaridubai.net

https://bestdesertsafaridubai.net/

